Mon Voyage de
Devoirs.
Y8
Your task is to plan a journey through
France and Corsica. You must have finished
your journey by week commencing 13th July
but your teacher will expect a piece of
homelearning to be handed in every two
weeks as usual!

Paris
Strasbourg
Tours
Dijon

You have to visit 6 places this term. You
MUST visit ALL of the places with red
stars, you MUST visit at least 1 of the
places with blue stars and you MUST visit
at least 1 of the green stars.

Nantes

Bordeaux

If you do visit 6 or more places you will
be rewarded with 10 Vivos!

Nice
Avignon
Calvi

Don’t forget to tick off the cities when you
have visited them!

Please keep track of your child’s progress by
completing the table below each time they do a
piece of homelearning.
Week

AVIGNON
Learn the compass
points and countries
for a vocab test.

TOURS
Learn the vocabulary
for rooms in the
house for a vocab
test.
STRASBOURG
Prepare for your
assessment.

PARIS
Draw a floor plan of your
house. You could do a
separate floorplan for each
level and don’t forget to
label the rooms in French.
NANTES
Design your dream
bedroom and label it in
French. Be creative!
DIJON
Create a timetable for how
you help at home in French.
You must have something in
it for each day. If you
don’t help out that much
make the timetable for
someone else at home e.g.
your mum and write what
they do pretending that
you are them.

NICE
Research: house or
apartment for sale in
Paris. Now describe it
including it’s location,
and what rooms it has in
French.
CALVI
Survey: ask 3 people how
they help at home and
write about it using third
person in French

BORDEAUX
Create a spider diagram
including everything you
have learnt this year in
French. I bet you’ll be
surprised how much you
can say about yourself
now. Use your book to
help. Include topics like
free time, food and
drink, your house and
try to include different
tenses that we have
covered too!
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